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DESIGN’s Patented Tambour WrapAround Car Door System addresses both the quality
and safety for the homeowner. Far exceeding residential
elevator code requirements, you have the peace of mind
you have the safest car door system available today.
To aesthetically compliment the home, the frame of the
door panels are available in standard black or white,
however, can be custom finished to any color. The inner
portion of each panel can be built using any material
imaginable. Solid hardwood (any wood species), glass,
wire mesh, stainless steel, chrome, brushed brass and
powder coat steel (any color) are just a few examples of
some of the more common materials used. If you can
dream it, we can build it. This door system is available in
manual or power-operated models.
Video of this door system operating can be obtained upon
request. Seeing is believing!!
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ACCORDION FOLDING
DOOR SYSTEM
Although we prefer not to use accordion folding door systems, we offer
this door system to select clients whose care to budget is in mind.
Even though this door system does not offer all the safety features of
the tambour or multi-speed door systems, it is a popular option for
residential elevators and economically priced as such.
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MULTI-SPEED CHILD-SAFE
DOOR SYSTEM
Using the same quality and child-safe focus as our
Tambour Wrap-Around Door System, the Multi-Speed
Door System offers the option of utilizing this door
system with your current swing-type doors in the home,
or you can omit the swing-type doors and utilize this
system with fully automated multi-speed doors on the
landings.
With fully finished or glass door panels to match
interior design of the home, this door system is not only
aesthetically pleasing to the eye, but also serves as the
highest quality and residential door system available
today.
Video of this door system operating can be obtained
upon request.

SCISSOR METAL DOOR SYSTEM
Generally, this style of car door is reserved for aesthetic décor
to match the home’s general design. It is usually specifically
requested by the architect or homeowner.
Choosing this door system requires careful attention to safety.
In general, additional safety equipment is typically added to the
elevator system to put the safety rating at an acceptable level.
Consult your sales or project manager to better understand the
unique approach to this door.
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